With increasingly higher resolution maps of planetary bodies becoming available, it now possible to predict operational properties of exploration missions using accurate vehicle path planning tools. This, in turn, could lead to a change in the way we view rover operational simulation during design. To this end, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, along with Aurora Flight Sciences, has enhanced the Surface Exploration Traverse Analysis and Navigation Tool (SEXTANT). Previously developed as a tool to assist astronauts during extra-vehicular activities, SEXTANT now allows a designer to simultaneously plan the path of multiple rovers, each with different properties, within a single exploration mission. It is also paired with a rover modeling tool which estimates the mass of each of the rovers depending on the payload and operational requirements placed on them. It thus provides a feedback loop between operational conditions and system design. SEXTANT therefore has two major functionalities: (1) it allows for the realistic simulation of vehicle traverses to assist in hardware design and (2) it allows for pre-mission multi-vehicle path planning, which in turn allows the user to understand the operational properties of multi-asset lunar exploration. The paper will detail the capabilities of SEXTANT, including its ability to compute optimal paths, energy expenditure, illumination and communication visibility. It also includes a collision avoidance algorithm which enforces safe spacing between vehicles and an energy profile tool which ensures that solar powered rovers receive enough illumination to complete the traverse without running out of energy. The paper includes two cases studies. The first demonstrates how SEXTANT can be used to inform the design of the rover in the early mission concept phase and understand how the path affects the design. The second demonstrates that the collision avoidance algorithm can help plan the path of multiple rovers prior to a mission, thus reducing the software needs onboard the vehicles and allowing for routes to be pre-planned. This in turn increases the overall number of sites visited during the mission, and hence increases the mission's science return. 
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I. Introduction
LTHOUGH the number and location of sites visited on a planetary surface are highly correlated to the amount and value of the scientific return from such a mission, incorporating the environmental aspects of a mission is currently very difficult in the early mission design process. This means that the traverse itself is rarely traded as part of the initial studies to establish the features of the rover designed to perform the mission. Furthermore, in recent years, several new planetary surface mission concepts have emerged, consisting of teams of vehicles, and even of fractionated vehicles, sharing particular functions 1 . One of the main challenges with this approach is the ability to provide the designer with an understanding of the impact on exploration of using multiple vehicles. Thus, this paper describes a tool that bridges the gap between design and operations and allows operational conditions to be taken into account in the design process.
The Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) has developed a traverse-planning tool called the Surface Exploration Traverse Analysis and Navigation Tool (SEXTANT). Although this tool was originally created as a decision support aid to help users plan and optimize paths over a planetary surface for suited astronauts or for single pressurized rovers 2 . It has since been adapted to allow for the generation and analysis of paths for multiple vehicles concurrently exploring a planetary surface, for the entire mission duration. This tool allows the user to input the design properties of multiple rovers and to choose an area of the planetary surface for exploration. (Our initial applications have been for exploration of the lunar surface, using accurate maps and elevation data generated by the current generation of lunar orbiters.) These rover properties can be taken from existing designs or derived using the rover-modeling tool that is coupled with SEXTANT. SEXTANT also allows the user to allocate waypoints for each rover (e.g.: areas of scientific interest), and enables the user to enforce rendezvous points for the rovers, or limit their separation during a traverse. SEXTANT then optimizes the path in terms of distance, energy or time, whilst enforcing these constraints using an A* search algorithm. The tool allows the user to view the traverse on a 3D elevation map and to evaluate various properties of the system of vehicles, including its energy properties, the amount of data it is able to relay during the mission, and the types of locations it is able to explore. SEXTANT therefore enables a systems engineer to understand the opportunities and challenges involved with multi-vehicle exploration from an operational standpoint, as well as aiding the vehicle design process by providing the key environmental features that act as drivers in the design of a rover.
The paper will start with a description of the background of SEXTANT and its development over the past 10 years at MIT. It then presents the key features of SEXTANT, as well as the user interface, and demonstrates how SEXTANT can be used to improve the design of a rover by helping the user understand how the environment during the traverse affects the vehicle design. An additional algorithm, which enforces limits on the distance between vehicles, is then introduced. This feature is particularly valuable, because it demonstrates how requirements emerging from multi-vehicle missions can lead to a change in the properties of the individual vehicles. All of these features are demonstrated using example traverses at the South Pole of the Moon, which is known to possess a particularly complex illumination and communication visibility environment.
II. Motivation and Background -Development of SEXTANT
Traditional path planning, such as that performed during the Apollo lunar missions, aimed at maximizing scientific return by first establishing the locations of scientific interest. Traverses were then planned by hand, to meet the science requirement without violating the given constraints, using photomosaics and topographic maps from previous missions. This led to a great deal of uncertainty in the mission duration and traverse energy A requirements, and did not allow for any in-situ path replanning. More recently, the Mars Exploration Rovers (MERs) Spirit and Opportunity also heavily relied on ground station support to perform their traverses 3 . Although they did benefit from the use of some decision support aids, these were used for temporal scheduling, rather than path planning. The rovers' every move was planned from the ground and uploaded as a batch of commands to each of the rovers. This inevitably led to inefficiencies in the use of the rovers' time and energy, since the evolution of the environment during the traverse was not formally taken into account. Furthermore, in both these examples, when changes in the traverse were needed, neither the Apollo astronauts nor the Mars rovers had any self-contained computational ability to replan their journey. They were reliant on data from the ground operation center, which in turn led to more delays and risks and reduced exploration efficiency Although the current approach to planetary surface operations has been successful thus far, the operation of multiple coordinated assets on a planetary body will require much more pre-mission planning and on-board autonomy in order to maximize the science return. Path-planning tools such as SEXTANT allow the mission designers to understand how multiple assets can be used on the surface of a planet and how they can work together to achieve the mission goals. Moreover, the availability of environment information, such as the illumination properties, communication visibility and slope profiles can help the designer to best utilize the vehicles' resources.
In addition to greatly assisting in the planning and operations of multi-vehicle missions, path planning tools such as SEXTANT can also assist in the design of planetary surface assets themselves. In current system design procedures, the specific details of operations are often an after-thought, where the path taken and the vehicle operations are adapted in order for the constraints from the vehicle design to be met. This lack of feedback loop between the detailed concept of operations and the vehicle design often leads to lower operational efficiency and decreased science return. Rapid path planning tools such as SEXTANT allow for different traverses to be investigated during the design phase of the mission, giving the designer an understanding of the main challenges associated with exploring particular regions of a planetary body. The impacts of changing certain design parameters, such as the size of the batteries or the speed of the vehicle, can also be easily investigated. Thus, this tool enables the designer to use the properties of the environment during the mission to inform the design of the vehicle.
The development of SEXTANT began at MIT in 2001. The first implementation of SEXTANT was called the Geologic Traverse Planner, developed by Carr 4 . With this tool, the user selected ordered waypoints over a terrain digital elevation model, and the Geologic Traverse Planner drew a straight-line path between the waypoints. Márquez 5 then created a new tool, which greatly expanded upon the capabilities of Carr's Geologic Traverse Planner. The goal of this system, called the Planetary Aid for Traversing Humans (PATH), was to experimentally investigate the effects of two different levels of automation on a user's performance and situational awareness. Development of PATH was continued by Lindqvist 6 , who united the optimization capabilities of PATH with the mapping features of the ArcGIS geographical information system (GIS) software suite. In this integrated mission planner, ArcGIS served as the interface, allowing the user to view the terrain and specify waypoints directly on a two-or three-dimensional (2D or 3D) terrain map. Essenburg 7 then combined the functionality of both into one program, called Pathmaster. This tool improved the user interface for the PATH algorithms, making it easier to plan traverses and view the desired information. The main Pathmaster interface was a 3D elevation map over which the user could modify obstacles and waypoints and see the generated traverse. The Pathmaster interface was then expanded and modified by Johnson 2 to serve as the current basis of the SEXTANT interface. In particular, Johnson added the ability for SEXTANT to calculate the illumination properties during the traverse, thus enabling the computation of the thermal load on suited astronauts and the power properties of solar powered rovers, over the entire traverse. The authors have since further enhanced this version of SEXTANT, as will be detailed in this paper.
III. Overview of SEXTANT Capabilities
The current version of SEXTANT is designed to simulate the operations of multiple vehicles on the surface of the Moon. It allows for a diverse range of vehicles, each with different power and mobility properties. While it is presently being used only for Moon-based traverses, the tool is very flexible and could easily be adapted to measure traverses on Mars and Earth (Earth maps were in fact used during the validation of the tool 2 ). SEXTANT consists of a set of high-resolution lunar maps, along with a graphical user interface (GUI), which allows the user to select points of interest on the map for the rovers to visit. It then uses an A* optimization algorithm, based on the work of Hart et al. 8 and developed for SEXTANT by Johnson 2 to calculate the optimal route of the rover from point to point in terms of energy expended, distance or speed. The GUI also allows the user to input the power and mobility properties of each rover, which is then used to evaluate the ability of each vehicle to traverse the terrain and their power properties, as will be detailed later in this paper. Finally, SEXTANT can The following section gives details of the lunar environment model, and of the GUI, including the rover model. An overview of how the rover illumination and link visibility are calculated is also provided. As is detailed in the rest of the paper, these attributes of SEXTANT are then used to enable the modeling of multi-rover traverses, as well as that of the properties of each individual vehicle.
A. Model of the Lunar Environment
SEXTANT is fundamentally built upon a set of lunar elevation maps, which are matrices of elevations of equally spaced points on the lunar surface. These maps were obtained from data produced by the Lunar Orbiter Laser Altimeter (LOLA) instrument, which flew on the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO) 9 . The LOLA data have been used to produce several elevation maps, at both the southern and northern poles of the Moon. A range of map resolutions are already available, and more maps can be added as more elevation data become available. For a given area, a higher resolution leads to a higher computation time. Thus, low-resolution maps of large areas can be used to quickly simulate long traverses or gain an understanding of the region. These higher resolution maps can be used to evaluate specific parts of a long traverse, or traverses of shorter lengths. Higher resolution maps are particularly advantageous in helping to plan operations, as they reveal large objects such as boulders, or particularly rough terrains, which are not detectable on low-resolution maps. An example of a 10-meter resolution map of the South Pole of the Moon is shown in Figure 1 .
Using a gradient operation, the magnitude of the local slope at each point can then be calculated using the data from the elevation map. The slope data are then stored in a matrix of the same size as that for the elevation data, where each element corresponds to the terrain slope at that location. For each rover, the slope data can be used to identify the areas that the rover cannot access due to mobility restrictions. Traverses cannot cross through these areas, which are considered as obstacles. To mitigate the limitations in resolution, the user can also manually designate additional areas in which the rovers cannot travel.
B. User Interfaces
When the user runs SEXTANT, a GUI appears and prompts the user to choose an area on the Moon to explore. The user can choose areas as wide as 250 km 2 at either the North or South Poles of the Moon, as shown in Figure 2 .
Once the map area has been selected, the user is presented with a second GUI, shown in Figure 3 . It allows the user to select the number of rovers, called "explorers", which are part of the team. It also prompts the user to enter basic information about each of the rovers, including the total mass of the rover, and the maximum slope on which it can travel. The user can either use information about an existing design, or can make use of an external rover mass modeling tool, which is provided as part of the SEXTANT package, to estimate the mass of the rover for a given set of payload and basic design properties. Details of this external modeling tool are given in Section IV. The combination of this mass-modeling tool with SEXTANT allows the user to understand how the design of the rover affects its performance during operations and, conversely, how requirements or constraints from the traverse can help inform the design of the rover, as will be shown in a later case study. The GUI also allows the user to choose a starting time and date for the traverse. This is a key element, since it dictates the shadowing and link availability properties of the vehicle during the traverse.
Each time a rover is added to the team of vehicles, the user is prompted to enter additional information about the vehicle, which is required in order for SEXTANT to model the power properties of the vehicles over the traverse. The details of SEXTANT's rover energy model are provided in the Part C. As shown in Figure 4 , this information includes details of the power system, as well as any constraints that the user wishes to impose on the traverse. Again, this information can be obtained from a pre-existing design or loaded directly from the rover massmodeling tool provided with SEXTANT.
C. Rover Energy and Power Internal Model
SEXTANT includes an internal rover energy model, which calculates the energy expended by the rover during the traverse. This, combined with the shadowing data and information about the energy used by the payload at each activity point, allows the calculation of the energy profile of the rover, as is shown in Part F. Using the average rover speed (v) and the rover mass (m), defined by the user, the following equations can be used to calculate the energy expended by each rover. It is to be noted that the energy expended on a slope is different from that on a flat surface. Additionally, it is assumed that each rover uses a baseline amount of energy, even when stationary, which is the electronics power that is defined by the user. SEXTANT also possesses a power model, which calculates the amount of power produced by the rover's solar arrays (P SA ):
In this equation, the efficiency (η SA ) is user defined and must be kept the same in SEXTANT and in the massmodeling tool. The solar array area (A SA ) is derived through the rover tool, which uses information about the terrain and the vehicle's other power requirements to size the solar arrays for average power requirements. Batteries are then used to fulfill peak power requirements and hibernation energy (the energy needed to survive the lunar night). The fraction of the solar disk (V sun ) which can be seen by the rover is derived from the illumination algorithm, as explained in Part E. A clear advantage of using SEXTANT to assist in the design of the power system is that it can help identify areas of low illumination in the mission, which in turn can lead to the decision to increase the size of the batteries (or other energy storage system, such as fuel cells) to deal with the low illumination environment.
D. 3D Map Interface
After having selected a suite of vehicles, the user is presented with the main SEXTANT GUI, shown in Figure 5 . The GUI presents the user with a map of the area selected in the first GUI, with the areas that were defined as inaccessible colored in red. The user can then simply click on the points of interests, in order, to identify points, called Activity Points (APs), for each rover to visit. The drop-down menu in the tool bar allows the user to switch back and forth between vehicles. There is also a further option to add waiting time at each of the APs, using the "Stay at AP" button, to account for any time that is needed to perform science activities.
Once all the APs have been specified, the user can use the "Optimize On" button to generate the most efficient traverse path, based on energy, distance or time. SEXTANT uses an A* algorithm to calculate the most efficient path for each vehicle 2 . Furthermore, as is detailed in the next section, the user has the option to enforce minimum and maximum distances between each vehicle, using a collision avoidance algorithm, which is a key element in planning the traverse of multiple vehicles working together. SEXTANT also calculates the following properties for each rover path: the total distance travelled, the time taken to travel this distance, and the total energy used. The first two metrics are also inputs to the rover modeling tool, and therefore the two tools, if used concurrently and iteratively, can help the designer converge on designs for the rovers, as is demonstrated in Section V. The final metric can be used to understand how the energy level of each rover varies along the traverse, and to determine if the current design would survive the chosen traverse, as is explained in Part F.
E. Shadowing
In addition to its enhanced ability to plan traverses for multiple vehicles jointly exploring a planetary surface, SEXTANT can calculate some of the key mission parameters. Johnson 2 designed an algorithm to calculate the shadowing at every point on the traverse. Since this function forms the baseline for optimizing the vehicles' energy profile during the traverse, and since a similar methodology is used to calculate the link availability for each rover, a brief overview of the function is given here.
To account for the movement of the Sun in the sky during the traverse, SEXTANT calculates the Sun's position at each time step. By default, this time step is set at 120 minutes, during which time the Sun moves by 1°. A smaller time step would give a more accurate result, but would also lead to increased computation time. The traverse between each AP is divided into a series of intermediate Path Points (PPs) and the time at which each rover arrives at a PP is rounded to the closest multiple of this time step. This leads to a series of unique times, at which the Sun position is calculated. The position of the Sun at each of these times with respect to the Moon's center of mass is then calculated. A coordinate transformation must also be performed to obtain the elevation and direction of the Sun from each PP at the given time.
SEXTANT must then determine whether or not the Sun is visible at each time. This is performed using the horizon method, which was used for the Moon most recently by Mazarico et al. 10 , with the LOLA data. There are two distinct steps in the method. First, a database of 720 separate horizon maps is constructed. Each map shows the elevation of the horizon in a certain direction for all points on the terrain map. Each of these horizon maps is in a direction that varies 0.5° from the surrounding maps. It is to be noted that the horizon database only needs to be constructed once, and does not need to be recalculated as the Sun's position changes. The second step in the horizon method requires referencing specific horizon maps in the direction of the Sun to determine whether or not the Sun is visible for a PP. Once the horizon elevation has been calculated for each PP, it is compared to the elevation of the Sun. From the surface of the Moon, the solar disk has an apparent diameter of 0.52°. Because the Sun is not a point source, it can either be: fully visible, partially visible or not visible at all. In turn, the percentage of the solar disk visible at each point is calculated by SEXTANT as a value between 0 and 1. The shadowing for each path stage is determined as the average between the two PPs at either end of the stage. Figure 6 demonstrates the shadowing on a vehicle over a sample traverse.
F. Energy Profile
Once the shadowing at each point on the traverse has been calculated, the energy consumption rate can be compared to the energy produced by the solar panels. If the solar panels do not produce enough energy to power the vehicle, energy from the batteries are used. When the solar panels produce more energy than needed, the batteries are charged. Using this simple energy allocation algorithm, the battery levels on the rover can be calculated for the whole traverse. SEXTANT then possesses the ability to check whether the batteries are sufficient to meet the power requirements throughout the mission. If they are not, SEXTANT attempts to add waiting time at any point along the traverse in areas of high illumination to recharge the batteries. If a viable solution is found, then SEXTANT gives the user the option to choose this modified path. Otherwise, it informs the user that the chosen path does not have a solution for the power system. The user can then either change the traverse or increase the size of the batteries through the rover modeling tool, again highlighting the trade between operations requirements and design. Figure 7 demonstrates SEXTANT's ability to add waiting times to ensure that the vehicle has enough energy during the traverse. 
G. Link Availability
Using the same methodology as above, the ephemeris for the Earth can replace that of the Sun, and the time available for direct data transmission through the Deep Space Network (DSN) can be calculated. In this case, it was assumed that at least 20% of the Earth had to be visible in order for successful transmission to occur. This number can be changed by the user as desired, and can even be replaced by specific ground station coordinates for added accuracy. SEXANT can then measure the percentage of the traverse during which communication with Earth can occur, as is shown in Figure 8 . Using that number and the total mission duration, this information can inform the design of the communication architecture between several vehicles to ensure that all vehicles can receive, relay and transmit all the necessary data in an efficient manner during a mission. 
IV. Rover Mass-Modeling Tool
As explained in the last section, one of the key strengths of SEXTANT is that it can be used in combination with a rover mass-modeling tool to help estimate how the concept of operations and the points chosen for exploration affect the design of the vehicle. The model consists of nine sub-systems, along with a payload system, which are then called by a master script in an iterative manner to obtain a model which meets the input requirements. The interactions between the subsystems in the modeling tool are shown in Table 1 and its inputs and outputs are detailed in Table 2 .
Although the exact details of the modeling tool can be found in Ref. 13 , a brief overview of the modeling assumptions for each subsystem is shown in Table 3 . The modeling tool was validated against existing rover designs and was found to have estimates within 10% of the actual masses of these rovers.
One of the key aspects to note from the rover modeling tool is that a significant number of the inputs, such as the sortie days and distance traveled, can be calculated directly from SEXTANT and used to obtain an estimate of the rover needed to fulfill the requirements of this traverse. Similarly, several of the mass-model's outputs can be used as inputs in SEXTANT. In early mission design, these inputs are typically estimated using conservative assumptions, often leading to inefficient designs. Moreover, using the rover model in combination with SEXTANT can allow the user to either modify the traverse to reduce the mass of the rover, as demonstrated in the next section, or to compare how the design varies depending on the science requirements and the number and location of sites visited. 
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Chassis
Modeled as a simple ladder frame Thermal Thermal balance equation evaluated, heat is rejected using radiations and is input using radioisotope heater units (RHU) Wheels
The diameter and width of the wheels are sized for a specified sinkage and soil bearing pressure Steering Assumes Ackerman steering (models the mass of a steering motor required for each set of wheels that are steerable), a steer-by-wire system, and some additional mass for mechanisms.
Terrain
Terrain properties are used to measure the driving resistances Drive
Resistances are used to measure torque and motor power Power Power of other subsystems are used to measure energy requirements and size the power system Suspension Assumed to be 12% of the rover mass, from historical data 12 Table 3 . Overview of the assumptions used for the design of each sub-system
V. Single Rover Design Case Study
One of the targets of high scientific interest on the Moon is its South Pole, due to its relative age, the large number of craters existing in that area, and the possible presence of significant quantities of water ice 14 . In order to demonstrate how SEXTANT can be used in conjunction with the mass-modeling tool to rapidly obtain an accurate estimate of a feasible rover design, a mission near the Shackleton crater was modeled. This area is interesting because it is particularly treacherous due to areas of high and low illumination, and to long nights. The first step was to establish the length of the traverse, from one point of interest to the next. Figure 9 shows the chosen traverse, which was found to be 16.5km long, with approximately 60% of the traverse being on a slope, the latter having a maximum inclination of 15°. To complete the mission, the rover was given a suite of instruments with a mass of 15kg and needing 30W of power. This instrument suite includes an X-ray spectrometer, a thermal spectrometer, a camera and a mass spectrometer to analyze the composition of the volatiles in the southern hemisphere atmosphere. The data requirement was found to be 60 Megabits per day. Using data from the Mars Exploration Rovers as the baseline, the total link duration with Earth per day was estimated to last 15% of the day, which involves a 5 Kb/sec link. Using the mass modeling tool and these assumptions, the mass of a rover able to perform this traverse while travelling at a speed of 0.1 km/hour was found to be approximately 150kg, with 26kg of batteries, assuming 10% sun visibility (again, this is a standard assumption in early mission design).
With this information, the properties of the rover were modeled in SEXTANT to establish the feasibility of the design. In this case, the rover was found to be overdesigned due to the conservative assumptions made. It was estimated to be able to complete the mission in 55 days, without ever running out of power, as can be seen in Figure  10 . In addition, the rover was found to have link visibility with Earth for 56% of the mission, with the shortest link availability in a given day being just under 30% of the day.
Armed with this new knowledge, the required data rate was manually reduced to 3.5 Kb/sec, and the mass of the batteries was reduced to 10kg. This new design still meets the power and distance requirements, but this time the vehicle's mass is only 120kg: a 20% reduction from the initial design. This new design is still conservative and includes a 30% margin on all subsystems. This demonstrates that the operations modeling tool can assist in rapidly obtaining higher accuracy estimations of the vehicle size in the early stages of the design, without having to perform complex simulations. Conversely, the tool can demonstrate the challenges involved with a particular traverse, and can help the designers perform the trade between the sites to be visited and the design of the vehicle. When modeling two vehicles, SEXTANT can also help identify which tasks would be performed better if they were shared between two vehicles. For example, in Figure 11 , a second rover was added to the traverse. The maximum separation between the rovers was kept within 20 meters and it was assumed that the rovers were always within communication visibility of each other. It can be seen that, under the chosen design, there is always one vehicle able to communicate back to Earth. This means that if both rovers have a long-range communication system, the whole mission will always be in communication with Earth. This will be true even if more rovers are added, as long as these are also always in visibility of one of the two rovers.
VI. SEXTANT as a Multi-vehicle Path-Planning Tool
As mentioned in the introduction, multi-vehicle systems and even fractionated planetary surface vehicle systems, where vehicles share functions such as generating power and communicating with Earth, are currently being considered as a way to deal with increased complexity and ambitious science goals 1 . This involves vehicles interacting together as part of a larger system, to provide more value to the stakeholders than they would have done individually. When multi-vehicle missions are planned, there are often minimum and maximum separation constraints between the vehicles to ensure communication visibility and avoid collisions, as well as to impose meeting points. The key difficulty is that path planning must be performed both in the time and space domains in order to ensure that the optimal path is computed within these constraints. Rather than optimizing paths for all the rovers at once, which would require far more complex optimization techniques, the path planning is done sequentially. The first rover plans its path without considering the other rovers. Then each successive rover plans its path such that it does not conflict with its predecessors. The definition of a conflict depends on the constraints being enforced.
In the examples below, the rovers are required to be at least 2 meters apart at all times, to ensure that they do not collide with each other. Figure 12 shows the setup for a simple traverse with three rovers travelling from start to goal waypoints. The rovers start very close to each other, with rovers 1 and 2 (blue and yellow, respectively) only 1 meter apart. Figure 12 also shows the paths computed for each of the vehicles under the given constraints. Due to the temporal logic, all three rovers are able to navigate through the same passage without violating the two-meter collision avoidance buffer. The distances between all the rovers are shown in Figure 13 . Line 1 at the top of the figure shows that rovers 2 and 3 (yellow and purple, respectively) start 4 meters apart and remain about six meters apart for the duration of the traverse. Similarly, the middle line (Line 2) shows that rovers 1 and 3 start four meters apart and remain approximately three and a half meters apart until the end of the traverse where they diverge. Finally, the bottom-most line (Line 3) shows the distance between rovers 1 and 2. Since the rovers start in violation of the two-meter requirement, rover 2 does not leave its starting position until the time when rover 1 is at least two meters away. This is indicated by the sudden jump in the line from one meter to approximately two and a half meters on Figure 13 . Depending on the constraints imposed between the vehicles, this algorithm could help the users identify how much margin should be added on the vehicles' power systems and data storage capacity, for example. It is to be noted that the paths taken by each of the rovers (except rover 1) has deviated from the optimal path to prevent collisions from occurring, which means that the illumination and link availability properties have also changed. In this particular case, adding the collision avoidance criteria led to the rovers taking a non-optimal path and to a ~10% increase in the total mass of the system due to the higher energy requirements. This particular example thus demonstrates that SEXTANT, in combination with the mass-modeling tool, can be used to evaluate the effects of the environmental constraints on the design of a team of vehicles.
One of the powerful features of this approach is that it takes into account both temporal and spatial constraints. It can therefore be used to add meeting points for vehicles, to allow for one vehicle to re-power another for example, or to transfer a sample. This often leads to one vehicle having to stop at the meeting point to "wait" for another to arrive. If so desired, using more APs, the user can choose to change the path taken by the vehicle before the meeting point to minimize the wait time of the rover prior to the rendezvous and maximize the amount of science performed. An additional use for this feature of the tool is to plan the operations in missions where human astronauts are working in collaboration with robotic assets on the surface of a planet. In that case, the path planning tool can be used to ensure that the astronauts meet with the assets to gather samples collected by the rovers, or to reconfigure them, for example. This would enable efficient joint human-robot missions with reduced dependence on ground support.
VII. Conclusion
With increasingly higher definition maps of planetary surfaces becoming available, this paper has proposed a methodology to formally take into account the operating environment during the early phases of the design process. SEXTANT, in combination with a rover modeling tool, allows the user to iterate on the design of a rover and ensure its feasibility during operations, while reducing inefficiencies which arise when designing for unknown environments. It also allows the user to understand the effects of science requirements on the physical design of a planetary surface vehicle. Furthermore, SEXTANT allows for the path planning of multiple vehicles, and can analyze their paths both in the temporal and spatial domain to ensure that no collisions occur. This collision avoidance algorithm can lead to non-optimal paths, which must be taken into account in the design of the rovers. The collision avoidance algorithm can also be used to limit the separation between vehicles, or to enforce rendezvous points, which is essential when planning multi-vehicle missions where the vehicles must cooperate to complete the science objectives.
